Is operative treatment of delayed presentation Achilles Tendon Rupture essential?
Mid and Long-term follow-up of conservatively treated patients.
DMG Winson, RD McNair, AM Hutchison, AEG Winson, PR Williams. Morriston Hospital, Swansea
INTRODUCTION: Delayed Achilles rupture is commonly treated by surgical repair. But does delayed
rupture really necessitate repair? We report our findings from conservatively treated patients via a
dedicated rehabilitation programme.
METHODS: All delayed presentation TA ruptures between
2008-2014 were identified. All patients had received
treatment via the Swansea Morriston Achilles Rupture
Treatment (SMART) protocol. Outcome measures were
ATRS/ARS (at 1 and 6yr FU), ROM and Muscle Function
Dynamometry assessing plantarflexion of the ankle injured
and non-injured ankle and MRI comparison of injured and
non-injured TA. Statistical analysis by way of 2-tailed T-test.
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DISCUSSION: ATRS/ARS: The use of the SMART protocol in delayed TA rupture produces similar results
to those reported in the treatment of acute ruptures (ATRS 72.4 at 9m acute Vs 65 at 1yr delayed, ARS
72.3 at 9m acute Vs 71 at 1 yr delayed Hutchinson et al 2015 BJJ) and therefore should be considered
particularly for the low activity/ low demand patient as an alternative to surgical fixation. Our scores
also compare favourably to the existing literature advocating surgical repair; Anathalleeet al (FAS 2018)
reported ATRS of 91.3 @5yrs Vs 83 at 6yrs in this study. Muscle function Dynamometry: demonstrated
significantly higher torque in the un-injured tendon (p0.001) with a 24% decrease in torque on the
injured side. This is in keeping with the existing literature; Keating and Will (JBJS 2011) showed a
difference of 20-25% between uninjured and injured tendon for patients treated both conservatively
and surgically. Ankle ROM/Tendon Length(MRI): No significant difference between the 2 groups.
CONCLUSION: Conservative treatment via a dedicated rehabilitation programme produces a
satisfactory outcome for delayed presentation TA ruptures and should considered for some patients.

